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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2272 311 Wellington St South Launceston Hare: Abba

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2272 Abbas no Marathon & No Beer
Run

This was Not an ordinary ABBA Hash RUN/
WALK . It was rather Short and a lot of
Grass/Bush walk mixed up with Alley
walks just to confuse the Walkers.
Everyone was confused with the final
stage of the run as it turned from Bennet
St into a paddock that ended in
Punchchbowl Road(Where the On Home
was) This was a section that BALL POINT
used in 2009. But most Hashers will
have trouble to remember Last Weeks
Run (Perth set by BOONG!) let alone a run
set 8 years ago. I should have marked it
with flour instead of out of date Baby

Formula. The start was quite easy as it had
a loop around Glen Dhu and BOONG’s
Former/Present Work place. Then up Leslie
St and onto BelleVue Av. Past the residece
of our beloved G.M. Then up a trail to Talbot
Rd where a walk-way took the trail to
Kerran Crs and to the confusing end. Not
one of my best runs But different. A good
thing that DERBS did not turn up-he would
have been dissapointed as it was so short.
Definetly not in the race for the best winter
run of the year but is currently leading in
the race for the Cock & Balls Trophy.

ON ON:
Version one
As it was a pub run the question on everyones mind was: What about the Beer? It was 12
walkers who left 6:45 (quickly joined by BUGSY who arrived straight from the Airport). A
few (3) late comers soon joined the table. TILES returned from the Run with an upfront
question: What have U organised with the Beer U Swedish F- Wit? As I was sitting next to
our HASH CASH I let him answer the question: We don’t have enough cash for a barrel so
the G.M. has to decide. The G.M. had aleady taken some action by asking SCARY
(the previous Hash Cash) if we could have a barrel and got an affirmative answer. Then
totally forgotten that SCARY is NOT the present Hash Cash and that it was him who got
Historic when he managed to Bankrupt the Club as G.M. in 1996. We should be grateful
that we have HASH PASH as supervisor of our Meager Resources. He managed to
negotiate a special price for the beer jug with the Bar Man. So when the cash limit reached
a critical level he promptly announced NO MORE BEER! This was a call that made the
majority of us to leave the premises. But not TILES and INLET who continued their
drinking session. Inlet told us: I can’t turn up sober- My Missus will think

I’ve been up to Something!

See next page for Version Two

ON ON:
Version Two
As it was a pub run the question on everyones mind was: What about the Beer? It was 12 walkers who
left 6:45 (quickly joined by BUGSY who arrived straight from the Airport). A few (3) late comers soon
joined the table. TILES returned from the Run with an upfront question: What have U organised with the
Beer U Swedish F- Wit? It is not my job to organise the beer I only set the run.. Not quiet correct says
Hash Hops Scary. The Hash Hops makes sure the barrels are ordered its the Hares responsability to make
sure it gets to the run site. The kitchen staff start bringing out meals calling Hash names Scary, Rickshaw
and Bong. Who the bloody hell is Bong??. The chef says I wish you bastards had told us you were coming
tonight we would have been a bit more organised. The barman says if we knew you were coming we
could have organised a special keg as you buy all your beer from us. Hash Pash negotiates a special jug
price of $16:00 down from $22:00. Nineteen jugs later we up up for $300:00 not sure who has taken the
club to financial ruin.
So when the cash limit has far exceeded a critical level Hash Pash promptly announced NO MORE BEER!
This was a call that made the majority of us to leave the premises. But not TILES and INLET who continued
their drinking session. Inlet told us: I can’t turn up sober- My Missus will think I’ve been up to Something!

We will be
Bankrupt after
tonight’s fiasco

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
.
Tuesday 20th June Hare: Aloha 11 Hubert Way Youngtown
Tuesday 27th June Hare: Slomo Venue Thumbs car yard Invermay.
Tuesday 4th July T.B.A
Tuesday 11th July Hare Hash Pash
Tuesday 18th July Hare: Groat 16 Michael St West Launceston
Tuesday 25th July Hare Macca Hadspen
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Delly before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Erica Crt

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 22nd June 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Magpie
Joke of the Week

Two parents take their son on a vacation to a nude beach. The father goes for a walk on
the beach and the son goes and plays in the water. The son comes running up to his
mom and says: "Mommy, I saw ladies with boobies a lot bigger than yours!" The mom
says: "The bigger they are, the dumber they are." So he goes back to play. Several
minutes later he comes running back and says: "Mommy, I saw men with dingers a lot
bigger than Daddy's!" The mom says: "The bigger they are, the dumber they are." So he
goes back to play. Several minutes later he comes running back and says: "Mommy, I
just saw Daddy talking to the dumbest lady I ever saw and the more and more he talked,
the dumber and dumber he got!"

The J.M’s Abbas Footy Tipping
A.F.L Football according to the
Swedish f’—wit

BUGSY’s Lost WEEKEND
By Abba the Swedish F’— wit football expert
BUGSY and MAGPIE decided to spend the Queens
Birthday Week End in MelbourneIf you talk to
BUGSY it was A totally waste of time! But then
he fails to mention that they attended one of
the most thrilling games of the season and
witnessed a spectacular mark by Jeremy Howe
that has been concidered one of the GREATEST
MARKS of all time. Yes they can be pleased
when they sit among their Grand Children and
can honestly say: Yes, we were there-We saw
it!

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH

Have we got
any beer tonight Abba

Don’t ask me
ask the Hash
Hops Scary

Don’t ask me
ask the Hare

No Beer oh
Sh*t what
have I done

